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How you ever been in a pickle/problem when you misunderstood some because 
they why you know that word will I have been in multiple problems but I am going to talk 
about when I was younger and working with my dad for the first time. 

 
It was a summer hot day nope that is a lie it was a cold day and for the first time, 

I’m going to work with my dad and his friends. Me and my dad have to be the first to get 
ready because my dad is the one who is driving but anyway my mom woke me up super 
early was super tired and did not want to get up because I remembered that I stoop up 
till midnight so I only got 4 hours of sleep and my dad tells to go to sleep early but I 
never listen because I did not like to sleep early and I was a hard child to but straight 
but until I learned that I have to go to sleep early to always be ready but anyway after 
the whole whining I did in my head I got ready into the work clothes that my mom had 
put out on the bed for me and remembered this is when I was 7 and so we got ready left 
the house and went to pick up my dad friends and after we picked all of them up well it 
was just two that lived together in the house but still after we picked them up we went to 
the compieny to pick up the work and what I can tell or what I saw my dad was getting 
and things ready that we need and making his plans for tomorrows work day but still we 
got all things and then we left ant the end.  
Wait you still want more all right let’s continue anyway after we left we like an hour away 
from the job site and it gives me time to take a nap but my dad said “no te vayas a 
dormir porque seras perezoso y no harás nada” and which means do not go to sleep 
because you will be lazy and will not do anything this is what he told me and that made 
me mad but I did not say anything because if I did I will get grounded but still I did not 
take my nap or did I? Yes, I did take my nap but anyway when we got there we got all 
the things that we needed and started to bring them in the house after bringing 
everything in my dad showed me how to put down the tack strips and then showed me 
how to put padding down and after that I know how to put the tack strips down but the 
padding I have a hard time putting it down so what did I do is give up on the padding 
after that when we had the carpet in the houses on of my dad was a saying “bring the 
goma” and what I did was go all the way to the van and gave him a pic of gum inserted 
of the rubber hammer that he need so what he did was we both would go up staries and 
showed me what was he talking about and what i did was saterd laughing but still he 
still wanted the gum and everything work out in the end. After we finished we were 
getting ready for us to cover the carpet because the super there wanted everything 
cleaned and covered and when my dad friend said to bring plastic I what to get him any 
empty water bottle and I said “here” and he told me that is the wrong kind of plastic and 
shoed me that there is the van there was sticky plastic and loose plastic covers for the 
carpet and I remembered that I had those boxes in my hand this morning and I was like 
really I had the boxes in the morning and after getting to know the things that are need 
for to install carpet we finished 200 yards that day well they did I was just there to pass 
things around but anyway’s I learned that I have to sleep early more and that all the 



Spanish are not the same because in Dominican Republic cookie means a slap and when 
I said to my dad friend you want a cookie he looked at me if I was crazy or something. 
 

In the end, I choose this pickle/problem that I always get in to because of the way I know 
my Spanish and this shows me what I can learn but now in the present day my dad does not 
have the same people that he used to work with because one of them left the USA and the 
other one went to work with someone else The way I wanted to end was very different but 
blinding the story was better and eding it on how it ends on what I can remember for back then 
and now I wonder will I make the same makes as I did with my kid or will it be different? 
 


